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1. pfb2pff 

 

pfb2pff is a collection of five programs. Together they can be used to convert Adobe Type 1 

_pfb font files, and print the font. 

 

1.1 Disclaimer & Copyrights 

 

pfb2pff software and manual are copyrighted material with all rights reserved. It is forbidden to 

copy or multiply any part of the pfb2pff software or manual without prior written permission 

from PROGS, PROfessional & Graphical Software, with the exception of making a backup. 

 

Although much care is taken in the development of the pfb2pff software and manual, in no 

circumstances will PROGS, PROfessional & Graphical Software, be liable for any direct, 

indirect or consequential damage or loss arising out of the use or inability to use the pfb2pff 

software or documentation. 

 

This said, it speaks for itself that PROGS will continue to develop this manual and software. 

Therefore, we would appreciate any comments about our software and manual. As you may 

know, we are only human, we can do no more than our best to provide you with the best quality 

software. If we do notice some inconsistencies between the documentation and the software, 

there may be some additional text files on the program disk. 

 

1.2 This manual 

 

This manual has been produced using a specialised in-house program to print text using the 

PROforma software. The text was printed on an Atari SLM804 laser printer using the Yearbook 

and Typewrite font families. The pages were rendered by an Atari TT under QDOS emulation 

(level E drivers). 

 

1.3 pfb2pff 

 

This is the main program of the suite. This one converts the actual Type 1 font description to a 

PROforma font description. PROforma fonts are actually quite similar to Type 1 fonts. The 

main difference is that the character descriptions are packaged in a different way. 

 

This has been done to make the handling of fonts much more efficient and to make the font 

handling in PROforma more straightforward. As a side effect, PROforma fonts are usually 

shorter than the Type 1 equivalent (actually none of the more than 400 fonts which we 

converted were longer than the original). 

 

While testing this program, we have come across a few fonts which we could not convert. 



Usually the font is faulty, which means that even the original couldn't be used on a 

PostScript(R) system (which was the case with the fonts we encountered). 

 

So how should pfb2pff be used? The program has to be executed using input and output 

redirection. The input file (preceded by '<') should be the Type 1 _pfb font file. If no directory is 

given for this file, it will be searched on the current DATA_USE device. The output file should 

eb the PROforma _pff file. It should have the _pff extension. If no directory is given, it will be 

put on the DATA_USE device. We suggest you use the same name for the _pff file, as the _pfb 

file has. This is necessary for addkern (see later). 

 

In short, execute pfb2pff with a line like: 

 
 EX flp1_pfb2pff;'<filename_pfb >filename_pff' 

 

The _pfb files will often be transferred for PC to QDOS using some utility to read PC disks. 

You should not perform any conversions in the process (like for deleting the carriage return 

(CR, 13) control codes) as this can corrupt the font !! 

 

It is not adviceable to have underscores in font filenames (except as directory separators), as 

these cannot be handled by PFConfig (see the PROforma user documentation). 

 

1.4 addkern 

 

Adobe type 1 fonts normally consist of (at least) two files. One of these files, the _pfb file, 

contains the character descriptions. Another contains metric information about the font (the 

_afm variant). Usually, this metric file also contains kerning pairs. In PROforma, the kerning 

information is also handled by PROforma (contrary to PostScript(R) where the client is 

responsible for the kerning). Therefore, this information has to be added to the _pff font file ! 

 

The addkern program extracts the kerning information from a _afm file, and puts it in a _pff 

file. Because kerning information is very font specific, the addkern program only takes one 

parameter. The extension _afm is added to get the name of the metric file, and the extension 

_pff is added to know the font to which the kerning information should be added. 

 

An example of how to execute addkern : 

 
 EX flp1_addkern;'<flp2_fonts_NAME' 

 

1.5 showfont 

 

This program can print one font on a page. Each character which is available in the font will be 

reproduced, together with the PostScript(R) name of the character. Also, the page will mention 

the name of the font (on top). Because the font may not consist of readable signs, these names 

are printed using the Albatross font (if this is not installed on your PROforma configuration, a 

copy is included on the master disk). 

 

When the program is executed, 

 
 EX flp1_showfont 

 



it asks for the name of the device which should be used by the driver (if you press ENTER, 

output will be on screen). Then you have to specify the driverid (if you don't know this, see the 

drivers program). 

 

Then you can give the name of the font you want displayed. After that font is printed, the 

program will request the next fontname. If you press ENTER, the program will terminate. 

 

Names are case-sensitive - fontname in PFfontmap, not filename 

 

NOTE: MUST be on the loaded PFfontmap 

 

1.6 showfonts 

 

This program is exactly the same as the showfont program, but instead of asking which fonts 

have to be printed, it will print ALL the fonts which are installed for PROforma ! 

 

Please note that you will probably already have a printout of most of these fonts as we (from 

PROGS) always supply a printout of the fonts we give with our programs. 

 

1.7 drivers 

 

Generally speaking, it is not straightforward to know the driverid of a specific driver on your 

system, as this depends on your configuration. Therefore, we have written a small utility 

program to print the name and id of all drivers which are known to PROforma as installed on 

your system. This program can be executed with a line like : 

 
 EX flp1_drivers 

 

This will display all the information in a window on screen. However, you can also send the 

output to a file, or to your printer, with lines like : 

 
 EX flp1_drivers;'>ram1_driverlist' 

 
 EX flp1_drivers;'>ser1' 

 

 



 


